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Hungarian Culture And Politics In
Hungary's National Election Committee (NEC) approved on Friday the government's list of questions on LGBT issues it wants to put on a referendum as part of what Prime Minister Viktor Orban has called ...
Hungarian election panel clears questions of LGBT referendum
Orbán’s likely challenger demands action over claims journalists and politicians were potential targets ...
Call for Hungarian ministers to resign in wake of Pegasus revelations
Hungary's prime minister on Wednesday announced a referendum on legislation that limits schools' teaching about homosexuality and transgender issues.
Hungary's LGBTQ referendum plan raises stakes in clash with E.U.
Hungarian delegates led by Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó paid a courtesy call on Speaker of the State Great Khural of Mongolia G.Zandanshatar during his working visit to ...
Hungary’s Foreign Minister pays courtesy call on Parliament Speaker of Mongolia
Focusing on émigrés from Baden, Württemberg and Hungary in four host societies (Switzerland, the Ottoman Empire, England and the United States), Heléna Tóth considers exile in the aftermath of the ...
German and Hungarian Refugees of Revolution, 1848–1871
In the wake of the First World War and Russian Revolutions, Central Europeans in 1919 faced a world of possibilities, threats, and extreme contrasts. Dramatic events since the end of the world war ...
Revolution and Political Violence in Central Europe
Discuss the power of ideas and ideologies and how they impacted the lives of ordinary people across the region Describe the relationships that common folk had with old and new political, cultural and ...
Peasants and Urban Centers: Life, Politics and Conflict in the Balkans 1790-2000
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban on Wednesday stepped up a culture war with the European Union by announcing a referendum on legislation that limits schools' teaching about homosexuality and ...
Orban referendum plan raises stakes in Hungary's LGBT row with EU
Pakistan and Hungary on Friday expressed the desire to further strengthen cooperation in economic and trade, investment and industry.
Pakistan, Hungary desire to further strengthen cooperation in diverse fields
Max Verstappen finished fastest in first practice for Sunday’s Hungarian Grand Prix.Verstappen edged out Valtteri Bottas by just 0.061 seconds, with Lewis Hamilton third in the other Mercedes.Hamilton ...
Max Verstappen puts Lewis Hamilton row aside to top first practice in Hungary
Tourists to Italy are likely to visit Rome, Florence, Venice — maybe even Naples and Sicily. Few venture as far as this city tucked in the ...
A Once-Forgotten Port Of Italy Is Alive With A Diverse Cultural And Literary Legacy
The rivals’ first-lap incident at Silverstone saw Verstappen crash out of the British Grand Prix this month, before Hamilton claimed victory ...
F1: Max Verstappen puts Lewis Hamilton row aside to top first practice in Hungary
The study investigates the consequences of these dictatorial and authoritarian regimes for psychoanalysis and for psychoanalysts focusing on similarities and differences in Hungary, in former ...
The saga of psychoanalysis in Eastern Europe: repression and rebirth in Hungary, and in former Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
During the Bronze Age, a pregnant woman carrying twins in what is now Hungary met a tragic end, dying either just before or during childbirth, according to a new study about her burial. The woman and ...
Remains of twin fetuses and wealthy mom found in Bronze Age urn
A new chemical analysis suggests the wealthy mother left her homeland to marry an elite member of the mysterious Vatya culture ...
Remains of High-Born Woman and Twin Fetuses Found in 4,000-Year-Old Urn
The author and venture capitalist J.D. Vance was a prominent voice on the national-populist right even before July 1, when he entered the crowded primary to replace GOP senator Rob Portman of Ohio. In ...
J.D. Vance and the American dream
The Tokyo 2020 weightlifting competition has been a wonderful spectacle, a terrific advertisement for the sport. But while the athletes may have ...
Brian Oliver: Wonderful weightlifters have surely won over the IOC - but politics may ruin it all
After canceling the event last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Global Peace Photo Awards Ceremony 2020 was recently held in Baden. The Global ...
Peace in Hard Times: Global Peace Photo Awards Ceremony
With an empathetic eye and cross-cultural cast led by Matt Damon and Camille Cottin, 'Stillwater' director Tom McCarthy tried to upend expectations for his dramatic thriller.
How Matt Damon's 'Stillwater' explores 'ugly Americans' in the post-Trump era
But the idea that international competition can be channeled through athletic prowess continues to resonate, thanks to the simple, if naive, intuition that a country can prove its worth by winning ...
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